Blackjack
Is the most popular of all games in Las Vegas. The
object of the game is to draw cards that add up to
21 or as close to as possible without going over
(bust). A blackjack is an ace and any 10 value card
on the first two cards dealt. Face cards are 10,
Aces are 1 or 11, and all other cards are face value.
You are able to split a natural pair and double down
on any 2 cards.

Royal Match Blackjack
Basic “21” with a side bet that player’s first two
cards will be the same suit. Easy to learn.

Over and Under 13 Blackjack
Basic “21” in addition to the player’s blackjack wager each player may also wager that the first two
cards will be under 13 or that the first two cards will
be over 13.

Blackjack Swap It
Players make two bets and play two different hands.
They are allowed to swap a card on each hand with
the other hand. Players will inform dealer they
would like to “swap” and dealer will do for them.

Red Dog
This game is referred to “In Between”. Players place
a bet and the dealer will deal two cards face up.
Players . The object is to have the third card fall
between the two dealer cards.

Casino Yahtzee
Guests are able to roll the dice three times to get
there best Yahtzee using five dice. Payouts are
made based on what is rolled.

Three Way Action Poker

Rock Paper Scissors

Player makes 3 bet which is High Card, Blackjack
and Poker. If player had higher card than dealers,
the player wins. Basic Blackjack rules for the Blackjack portion of the game. Splitting is only permitted
on Aces. Dealer then gives each player enough
cards to play 7-card stud.

Player bets on Rock, Paper or Scissors. Dealer will
flip up one card that designates what they have.
Paper covers Rock, Rock breaks Scissors and
Scissors cuts paper. Players will win one to one on
their bets.

Pai Gow Poker

Guests place bets on the dollar bills on the table in
front of a wheel. Wheel is spun and lands on one
number. Example, if a wheel lands on - those who
bet on a - those who bet on win to . If it lands on
“Jackpot” everybody wins!

The player and dealer receive seven cards. Out of
the seven cards you make a five card poker hand a
two card poker hand. Both of the hands must beat
the dealers for you to win..

Play Em All Poker
Players place three bets similar to Let it Ride Poker.
The player then receives three cards that you receive and the two that are placed face down in front
of the dealer. You have an option of pulling your
first two bets back or “Let it Ride” as the dealers
cards are turned up.

Three Card Monte Poker
Player makes an Ante bet to play against the
dealer, a Pairplus bet to play hand value or bets to
play both. Player and dealer are each dealt 3
cards. Pairplus bet wins if player has a pair or better. If the player wants to stay on their poker hand,
an additional bet equal to the Ante bet his made.
Player must beat the dealers hand.

Texas Hold’em Poker
Players receive two cards and use 5 dealer cards to
make the best hand at the table. After players get
their two card there is a round of betting. Small
blind and large blind ensure there is a minimum pot
to start. Dealer turns over three cards know as the
Flop, betting takes place again. The Turn card is
played until the final card which is the River. Dealer
will let guests know when betting shall occur.

Texas Hold’em Bonus Poker
Very similar to Texas Hold’em but game is only paid
against the dealer and not

Big Six

Mini Baccarat
The object is to bet on the bank or player. The
player never touches the cards or have an option of
taking additional cards. The dealer pull out cards,
2for the player and 2 for the bank hand. The object
is to reach 9 or as close as possible. All 10 value
cards are 0.

Chuck A Luck
Player bets on one or more numbers (1-2-3-4-5-6).
Bets are also available on Three of a Kind, Field
bets and if total is above 10 or total is below 11.
Player rolls three dice and number, total are paid
event money. If three of a kind is rolled, players
that bet on this will receive 30 to 1..

Slot Dog
Dice are rolled with slot machine dice. Guests
place a bet and payout is based on what is rolled!

Casino Card Battle
Highest card wins between a player and dealer.
Player places a bet and is dealt a card up— If the
dealer’s card is lower, the player wins. If the
players card and the dealers care are the same, the
hand is at war. Very Easy!

